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SUMMARY
With reference to a distributed context consisting of computers connected by a local area network, we
present the organization of a memory management system giving physical support to a uniform, persistent
vision of storage according to a single address space paradigm. Our system implements a two-layer storage
hierarchy in which the distributed secondary memory stores the valid data items and the primary memory
supports a form of data caching, for fast processor access.
The proposed system defines a small, powerful set of operations that allow application programs to
exert explicit control over the memory management activities at the levels of physical storage allocation,
data migration across the network, and the data movements between the secondary memory and the
primary memory. The system, that has been implemented in prototype form, is assessed from a number
of viewpoints. We show that the storage requirements of the information for memory management are
negligible. Moreover, the number of messages necessary to determine the network location of a given data
item is low and independent of both the network size and the past movements of this data item in the
distributed storage. Copyright  2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The classical storage model is not uniform. Traditionally, programs see two distinct forms of store,
a primary memory holding temporary data that exist as long as their creating process exists, and a
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secondary memory giving permanent support to long-term data whose lifetime extends beyond the
lifetime of the creating process [1]. In this storage model, pointers take the form of primary memory
addresses and, as such, they lose their meaning if stored in the secondary memory.
In an alternative, uniform storage model, the program has a single perception of memory and
addresses, which is at the virtual space level. The secondary memory is used for permanent storage
of the information presently active in the virtual space, and the primary memory implements a form of
caching of this information, for fast processor access. In this approach, we have a persistent vision of
storage in which an information item created by a given process at a given virtual address maintains
this address for its entire lifetime, irrespective of its position in the primary memory or secondary
memory of any node [2–7]. The uniform storage model is well accommodated by a single address
space memory addressing paradigm, in which the meaning of an address is unique and independent
of the process issuing this address [8–10]. This contrasts with the traditional, multiple address space
approach in which each process references a private address space and the interpretation of an address
depends on the process using this address.
The advantages deriving from data persistence in a single address space environment are magnified
in a distributed system consisting of nodes (computers) connected through a local area network.
In a system of this type, data persistence not only eliminates the differentiation between primary
and secondary memory, but also removes the separation between local and remote storage. Several
distributed computer systems supporting the single address space abstraction have been developed.
Examples are Angel [11], Mungi [12] and Sombrero [13].
With reference to a distributed context, we have approached the problem of giving physical support
to a uniform, persistent storage environment in a memory management system based on the notion of
a single address space. Our design effort has been guided by four main objectives, i.e.
• to support an application-controlled view of memory management, in which programs exert
explicit control over the storage hierarchy in a distributed framework;
• to keep the storage requirements of the information for memory management low;
• to minimize the number of messages transmitted across the network to retrieve the information
concerning page allocation in memory; and
• to fully distribute the memory management activities among the nodes.
We partition the virtual space into fixed-size units of storage allocation and management called
pages. The physical memory resources of all the network nodes support a two-layer storage hierarchy
in which the block server of a given page is the node reserving a secondary memory block for storage of
the page contents, and the frame server is the node storing a copy of these contents in a primary memory
frame, for fast processor access. A set of operations, the page operations, allows programs to control
the allocation of the virtual pages in the physical memory and the page movements between the primary
memory and the secondary memory. These operations make it possible to state and dynamically change
the block server and the frame server of a given page, for instance. Thus, pages can be freely moved
across the network. A page operation involving a given page can be issued from every node, even
from a node reserving no memory for this page. It follows that each node can act as a repository for
persistent information that can be loaded into the primary memory and subsequently accessed by the
processor of any node. Distribution of the memory management activities is obtained by linking the
nodes that store address translation information for the same given page, including the block server and
Copyright  2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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the frame server, into a logical chain. We shall show that this organization allows us to comply with
our performance requirements.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 illustrates our implementation of the single
address space concept with special reference to the virtual pages. Section 3 shows the organization
of the information items related to memory management and their distribution among the network
nodes. Section 4 introduces the page operations and describes the actions caused by each of them.
Section 5 discusses the salient features of the proposed memory management system and evaluates
the system from a number of important performance viewpoints. Our system has been implemented
in prototype form on a network of workstations running the Unix¶ operating system. This prototype is
briefly described in Section 6.

2. SINGLE VIRTUAL ADDRESS SPACE
Let us consider a distributed architecture consisting of a local area network connecting up to 2d nodes.
All the nodes share access to a single virtual address space of 2ν bytes (Figure 1). The virtual space
is divided into 2d equal-sized partitions, the ith partition being associated with the ith node. Each
partition is logically divided into 2r pages of size 2g bytes, g = ν − d − r. It follows that a virtual page
is completely identified by a p-bit full page identifier P , p = d + r, consisting of a d-bit partition
identifier P (partition) and the r-bit local identifier P (local) of the page in the partition specified by
P (partition). We shall call the node corresponding to the partition of a given page P the partition server
PS(P) of this page. This node is specified by P (partition). A ν-bit virtual address consists of three fields, a
partition identifier, a local page identifier and a g-bit offset (Figure 2). The offset selects the referenced
information item within the page addressed by the partition identifier and the local page identifier.
2.1. Active pages
The primary memory devices and the secondary memory devices of the network nodes give physical
support to the virtual space, as follows. The secondary memory of each node is logically broken into
blocks. All the blocks have the same, fixed size, which is equal to the size of a page (2g bytes). A page
P of the virtual space can contain valid information only if it is active. This means that a secondary
memory block has been reserved for storage of this page in a network node. This node is called the
page block server, and is denoted by BS(P ). An active page can be deactivated. This action deletes the
page contents and releases the block reserved for page storage.
Initially, when a page is made active, a block is always reserved in the secondary memory of the
partition server of this page, i.e. for page P , BS(P ) ≡ PS(P ). However, the block server can be
changed dynamically. To this end, the page contents must be copied into a free block of the secondary
memory of the new block server. Thus, the secondary memory of a given node can contain pages
belonging to the partition associated with this node as well as to any other partition. Moreover, the
number of active pages in a given partition may well exceed the capacity of the secondary memory

¶ Unix is a registered trademark of AT&T.
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Figure 1. Configuration of the virtual address space.

Figure 2. Configuration of a virtual address.
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of the corresponding node, provided that a subset of these pages have their block servers in the other
nodes. In the following, we shall say that a page is active in a given node if the page has been made
active and is currently stored in a block of the secondary memory of this node.
After a page has been deactivated, its contents are lost forever, and this page will never be made
active again. It follows that a simple strategy to manage the virtual space is a sequential allocation of
the pages in the same partition. This strategy can be implemented by using a page counter in each node.
The page counter P CN of node N contains the local identifier of the page that will be made active next
in the partition corresponding to this node. Page counters are cleared at system initialization. When a
new page is made active in N, the local identifier of this page is taken from P CN , and then the page
counter is incremented by 1. Other strategies can be easily devised, aimed at reusing page identifiers
in the presence of a large number of nodes. These strategies will take advantage of knowledge of the
pages that will be no longer used, as results from the explicit actions of page deactivation. We shall not
address this issue at any further length [14].
2.2. Open pages
The primary memory of each node is logically broken into frames. All the frames have the same, fixed
size, which is equal to the size of a page (2g bytes). The processor of a node can access the information
items contained in a given page only if this page is open in that node. This means that a primary
memory frame has been reserved for this page in that node. An open page can be closed; this action
releases the frame reserved for page storage.
A page can be open in the external mode or in the internal mode. In the external mode, any
modification to the contents of the frame reserved for this page can be preserved before closing
the page, by copying these contents back to the block storing the page in the page block server.
In the internal mode, this copy action cannot take place. It follows that, in the internal mode, any
modifications to the contents of a page will be confined to the frame reserved for this page; the
modifications will never be reflected in the secondary memory.
Every given page P can be opened in the external mode in a single node at one time; this node
is called the page frame server, and is denoted by FS(P ). On the other hand, no limit is imposed on
the number of times a given page is opened in the internal mode. However, each page can be opened
only once in each node; it follows that at any given time only one frame can be reserved in the given
node for the same page. The internal mode allows processes running on different nodes to access the
information stored in the same virtual page and carry out read actions in parallel, as is required to share
a page containing program code in machine-executable form, for instance.

3. PAGE TABLES
The information for the management of the virtual space is distributed among the network nodes, and
takes the form of three tables in each node, the page tables. Let us refer to a given node M (Figure 3):
• The partition table PT M has one entry for each active page of the partition associated with node
M, irrespective of the node where this page is presently active. The entry for a given page P
contains the local identifier P (local) of this page and the name of the page block server BS(P ).
Copyright  2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 3. Configuration of the page tables of node M.

• The active page table APT M has one entry for each page active in node M, irrespective of the
partition of this page. The entry for a given page contains the full identifier P of this page and
the name of the block reserved in M for page storage. If the page is open in the external mode,
the entry also contains the name of the page frame server FS(P ).
• The open page table OPT M has one entry for each page open in node M, irrespective of the
partition of this page. The entry for a given page contains the full identifier P of this page,
the name of the frame reserved in M for page storage, and the specification of the open mode
(external or internal).
Thus, the active page tables of all the nodes together contain the information for the management of
the secondary memory resources of the network, and the open page tables contain the information for
the management of the primary memory resources. The distributed memory management information
for a given page P open in the external mode takes the form of a logical chain where (Figure 4):
• the partition identifier P (partition) identifies the partition server PS(P );
• in PS(P ), the entry reserved for P in the partition table PT PS(P ) contains the name BS(P ) of the
block server of P ;
• in BS(P ), the entry reserved for P in the active page table APT BS(P ) contains the name B of
the block reserved for P in the secondary memory of BS(P ) and the name FS(P ) of the frame
server of P ; and, finally,
• in FS(P ), the entry reserved for P in the open page table OPT FS(P ) contains the name F of the
frame reserved for P in the primary memory of FS(P ).
Translation of a virtual address generated by the processor of node M into the corresponding physical
address in the primary memory of this node uses the information contained in OPT M . Conceptually,
the full identifier P of the referenced page is extracted from the address and is used to associatively
search OPT M for the entry relevant for P (Figure 5). The contents F of the frame name field of this
entry are then paired with the offset to obtain the physical address of the referenced information item
in the primary memory. Several techniques have been devised, giving efficient page table support in
the presence of a large virtual space [15–17]. The implementation of address translation will take
advantage of these techniques.
Copyright  2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 4. Relationships between the page tables: the logical chain.

4. PAGE OPERATIONS
The memory management system defines a number of operations for the management of the virtual
pages. These page operations make it possible to activate, open, close and deactivate a page, to save
the contents of a page open in the external mode into the secondary memory, and to change the page
block server and frame server (Table I).
A page operation can be issued from every node, even from a node reserving no memory for the page
involved in the operation. The actions caused by the execution of a page operation issued in node M
usually involve other nodes as well. Interactions between these nodes take the form of control messages
and page messages. A control message can be a request message, specifying actions to be performed by
the recipient node and including the information necessary to carry out these actions; a reply message,
containing the results of the actions carried out as a consequence of receipt of a request message; or a
completion message, sent to each node involved in the execution of a page operation when execution
Copyright  2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 5. Translation of a virtual address into a physical address in the primary memory.

Table I. Page operations.
Operation

Effect

P = Activate(N)

Activates a new page in the partition associated with node N. Returns
the full identifier P of this page.
Opens page P in the external mode in node N. Page P must be active.
Fails if P is open in the external mode, or in the internal mode in N.
Opens page P in the internal mode in node N. Page P must be active.
Fails if P is open in the external mode in N.
Copies the contents of page P back to the secondary memory. Page P
must be open in the external mode.
Closes page P in its current frame server. Page P must be open in the
external mode.
Closes page P in node N. Page P must be open in the internal mode
in N.
Deactivates page P . Page P must be active. Fails if P is open in the
external mode.
Changes the block server of page P . The new block server will be node
N. Page P must be active.
Changes the frame server of page P . The new frame server will be
node N. Page P must be open in the external mode.

OpenExternal(P, N)
OpenInternal(P, N)
Save(P)
CloseExternal(P)
CloseInternal(P, N)
Deactivate(P)
ChangeBlockServer(P, N)
ChangeFrameServer(P, N)
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terminates. A page message includes a copy of the contents of a page, for storage in a memory device
of the recipient node. A message of this type is sent when the contents of a page must be moved from
one node to another, to change the block server or the frame server of this page, for instance.
4.1. Accessing the page tables
In the presence of two or more page operations being executed in the same node at the same time, we
shall take advantage of the usual critical section mechanisms to protect the concurrent accesses to the
page tables generated by these operations. Moreover, we associate a lock flag with each partition table
entry. The lock flag of a given entry is initially clear. It is set when a page operation accesses this entry,
and is cleared when execution of the operation terminates, as part of the actions connected with the
receipt of the completion message. When the partition table entry relevant to a given page is locked, any
access attempt to this entry will be delayed until the lock is cleared. In this way, we force sequentiality
on the concurrent accesses to all the page table entries relevant to that page, as follows from the fact
that these entries are always accessed starting from the partition table, in the order imposed by the
logical chain.
Of course, if the execution of a given page operation fails, each page table entry modified prior to
failure must be restored to its initial state before unlocking this entry. This means that the previous
contents of the entry must be saved for recovery purposes, and eventually be discarded, on receipt of
the completion message.
In the rest of this section, we shall detail the actions involved in the execution of each page operation.
To keep the presentation short, we do not mention the following actions, which, however, are part of
the execution of every page operation:
•
•
•
•

the acquisition and the subsequent release of the critical sections protecting the page tables;
the setting and the clearing of the lock flags;
the transmission of the completion messages; and, finally,
the actions connected with failure treatment, and in particular, the saving and subsequent possible
restoring of the contents of the page table entries, and the notification of the failure to the nodes
involved in the failing operation.

We wish to point out that, if an operation for a given page is issued in a node that is a server of this
page, part of the actions described below will not be carried out. These actions can be easily identified;
we shall not discuss this issue at any further length.
4.2. Activating a page
The P = Activate(N) operation activates a new page in the partition associated with node N and
returns the full identifier P of this page. The execution of this operation in node M causes the sending
of a page activation request from M to N (Figure 6). On receiving this message, N searches a free
block B in its own secondary memory (if no free block is available, Activate fails). Then, the local
identifier P (local) of the new page is read from the page counter P CN of node N, this page counter is
incremented by 1, and quantity N is paired with P (local) to form the full identifier P of the new page.
Quantities P (local) and N are inserted into a free entry of the partition table PT N , and quantities P
and B are inserted into a free entry of the active page table APT N (these two actions reflect the fact
Copyright  2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 6. Actions involved in the execution of the P = Activate(N) operation.

that now N is both the partition server and the block server of P ). Finally, a reply message containing
quantity P is returned to M to form the operation result.
4.3. Opening a page
The OpenExternal(P, N) operation opens a given active page P in the node specified by the
operation parameter N; the page is opened in the external mode. The execution of this operation in
node M produces the following actions (Figure 7):
1. Node M sends a request message containing the local identifier P (local) of page P to the partition
server PS(P ) identified by the partition identifier P (partition). On receiving this message, PS(P )
searches the partition table PT PS(P ) for an entry for P to verify that P is active (if P is not
active, OpenExternal fails). Then, the name BS(P ) of the current block server of P is read
from PT PS(P ) , and a reply message containing quantity BS(P ) is returned to M.
2. Node M sends a request message containing quantities P and N to BS(P ). On receiving this
message, BS(P ) accesses the frame server field of the entry reserved for P in the active page
table APT BS(P ) and ascertains whether P is already open in the external mode (if P is open in
the external mode in node N, OpenExternal terminates successfully, whereas if P is open
in the external mode in any other node, OpenExternal fails). Then, the name B of the block
storing P is read from APT BS(P ) , quantity N is inserted into the frame server field of this entry,
and a page message 5 containing quantity P and the contents of block B is sent to node N.
Copyright  2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 7. Actions involved in the execution of the OpenExternal(P, N) operation.

3. On receiving message 5, node N accesses the open page table OPT N and ascertains whether
page P is already open in the internal mode in N (in this case, OpenExternal fails). Then, a
search is made for a free frame F in the primary memory of N, and the contents of P are copied
from 5 into F (if no free frame is available in N, OpenExternal fails). Finally, an entry is
reserved for P in OPT N ; this entry is filled with quantities P and F and the specification of the
external mode.
The OpenInternal(P, N) operation opens a given active page P in the node specified by the
operation parameter N; the page is opened in the internal mode. The actions produced by the execution
of this operation are similar to those described above and relevant to the OpenExternal operation.
However, at execution step 2, OpenInternal fails only if P is already open in the external mode in
node N; this is a consequence of the fact, stated in sub-Section 2.2, that a given page can be open in the
internal mode in more than one node at one time.
Copyright  2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 8. Actions involved in the execution of the Save(P) operation.

4.4. Saving a page
The Save(P) operation copies the contents of the given page P from the frame storing this page in
its current frame server to the block reserved for the page in its current block server. The execution of
this operation in node M is as follows (Figure 8):
1. Node M sends a request message containing the local identifier P (local) to the partition server
PS(P ). On receiving this message, PS(P ) accesses the partition table PT PS(P ) and verifies that
P is active (if P is not active, Save fails). Then, the name BS(P ) of the current block server of
P is read from PT PS(P ) , and a reply message containing quantity BS(P ) is returned to M.
2. Node M sends a request message containing quantity P to BS(P ). On receiving this message,
BS(P ) accesses the entry reserved for P in the active page table APT BS(P ) and verifies that P is
open in the external mode (if this is not the case, i.e. the frame server field of this entry is clear,
Copyright  2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Save fails). The name FS(P ) of its current frame server and the name B of the block reserved
for P are read from the table (quantity B is set aside for later use; see step 4 below). Then, a
reply message containing quantity FS(P ) is returned to M.
3. Node M sends a request message containing quantities P and BS(P ) to FS(P ). On receiving
this message, FS(P ) reads the name F of the frame reserved for P from the open page table
OPT FS(P ) . Then, a page message 5 containing quantity P and the contents of frame F is sent
to BS(P ).
4. On receiving message 5, BS(P ) copies the contents of P from 5 into block B.
4.5. Closing a page
The CloseExternal(P) operation closes the given page P in its current frame server. The page
must be open in the external mode. The execution of this operation in node M is as follows (Figure 9):
1. Node M sends a request message containing the local identifier P (local) to the partition server
PS(P ). On receiving this message, PS(P ) accesses the partition table PT PS(P ) and verifies that P
is active (if P is not active, CloseExternal fails). Then, the name BS(P ) of the current block
server of P is read from PT PS(P ) , and a reply message containing quantity BS(P ) is returned to
M.
2. Node M sends a request message containing quantity P to BS(P ). On receiving this message,
BS(P ) accesses the active page table APT BS(P ) and verifies that P is open in the external mode
(if this is not the case, CloseExternal fails). Then, the name FS(P ) of the current frame
server of P is read from the entry of APT BS(P ) reserved for P , the frame server name field of
this entry is cleared, and a reply message containing quantity FS(P ) is returned to M.
3. Node M now sends a request message containing quantity P to FS(P ). On receiving this
message, FS(P ) reads the name F of the frame storing P from OPT FS(P ) . Then, frame F is
made free, and P is deleted from the table.
The CloseInternal(P, N) operation closes page P in the given node N. The page must be
open in the internal mode in N. The execution of this operation in node M produces the sending of a
control message containing the full page identifier P from M to N (Figure 10). Node N now accesses
the open page table OPT N and verifies that P is open in the internal mode (if this is not the case,
CloseInternal fails). Then, the name F of the frame reserved to P is read from OPT N , frame F
is made free, and P is deleted from the table.
4.6. Deactivating a page
The Deactivate(P) operation deactivates the given page P , thereby freeing the block reserved for
this page in its current block server. The execution in node M is as follows (Figure 11):
1. Node M sends a request message containing the local identifier P (local) to the partition server
PS(P ). On receiving this message, PS(P ) accesses the partition table PT PS(P ) and verifies
that P is active (if P is not active, Deactivate terminates). Then, the name BS(P ) of the
current block server of P is read from PT PS(P ) , P is deleted from the table, and a reply message
containing quantity BS(P ) is returned to M.
Copyright  2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 9. Actions involved in the execution of the CloseExternal(P) operation.

Figure 10. Actions involved in the execution of the CloseInternal(P, N) operation.
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Figure 11. Actions involved in the execution of the Deactivate(P) operation.

2. Node M sends a request message containing quantity P to BS(P ). On receiving this message,
BS(P ) accesses the active page table APT BS(P ) and ascertains whether P is open in the external
mode (in this case, Deactivate fails). Then, the name B of the block reserved for P is read
from APT BS(P ) , block B is made free, and P is deleted from the table.
4.7. Changing the block server
The ChangeBlockServer(P, N) operation changes the block server of a given page P ; the new
block server will be node N. This effect is obtained by moving P from the secondary memory of its
current block server BS(P ) to the secondary memory of N. The execution of this operation in node M
is as follows (Figure 12):
1. Node M sends a request message containing the local identifier P (local) and quantity N to the
partition server PS(P ). On receiving this message, PS(P ) accesses the partition table PT PS(P )
and verifies that P is active (if P is not active, ChangeBlockServer fails). Then, the name
BS(P ) of the current block server of P is read from PT PS(P ) , a reply message containing this
block server name is assembled, quantity N is inserted into PT PS(P ) and the reply message is
returned to M.
2. Node M sends a request message containing quantities P and N to BS(P ). On receiving this
message, BS(P ) reads the name B of the block storing P and the name of the frame server
FS(P ) of P from the active page table APT BS(P ) . A page message 5 is assembled, including
Copyright  2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 12. Actions involved in the execution of the ChangeBlockServer(P, N) operation.

quantities P , FS(P ), and the contents of block B. Then, B is made free, P is deleted from
APT BS(P ) and 5 is sent to N.
3. On receiving message 5, node N searches its own secondary memory for a free block R
and copies the contents of page P from 5 into R (if no free block is available in N,
ChangeBlockServer fails). Finally, an entry of the active page table APT N is reserved for
P and is filled with quantities R and FS(P ).
4.8. Changing the frame server
The ChangeFrameServer(P, N) operation changes the frame server of a given page P ; the new
frame server will be node N. This effect is obtained by moving P from the primary memory of its
Copyright  2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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current frame server FS(P ) to the primary memory of N. The execution of this operation in node M is
as follows (Figure 13):
1. Node M sends a request message containing the local identifier P (local) to the partition server
PS(P ). On receiving this message, PS(P ) accesses the partition table PT PS(P ) and verifies that P
is active (if P is not active, ChangeFrameServer fails). Then, the name BS(P ) of the block
server of P is read from the table, and a reply message containing quantity BS(P ) is returned to
M.
2. Node M sends a request message containing quantities P and N to BS(P ). On receiving this
message, BS(P ) accesses the active page table APT BS(P ) and verifies that P is open in the
external mode (if this is not the case, ChangeFrameServer fails). The name FS(P ) of the
current frame server of P is read from APT BS(P ) and is replaced with quantity N. Then, a reply
message containing quantity FS(P ) is returned to M.
3. Node M sends a request message containing quantities P and N to FS(P ). On receiving this
message, FS(P ) accesses the open page table OPT FS(P ) and reads the name F of the frame
reserved for P . A page message 5 containing quantity P and the contents of frame F is
assembled, F is made free, P is deleted from OPT FS(P ) and 5 is sent to node N.
4. On receiving message 5, node N accesses the open page table OPT N and ascertains whether
P is open in the internal mode in N (in this case, ChangeFrameServer fails). Then, the
contents of page P are copied from 5 into a free frame T of the primary memory of N (if
no free frame is available in N, ChangeFrameServer fails). Finally, an entry of OPT N is
reserved for P and is filled with quantity T and the specification of the external mode.

5. DISCUSSION
5.1. Single address space
In the traditional, multiple address space approach, each address space is confined within the
boundaries of a single process and a single network node. The meaning of a primary memory address
is lost if this address is transmitted to a different process or to a different node. Serious obstacles
follow for information sharing, resulting in poor integration between applications operating on large,
shared data structures, for instance [9,18,19]. Conversely, in a single address space environment, the
meaning of an address is independent of both the process using this address and the present location
of the process in the network. A data item created by a given process at a given virtual address can
be referenced by different processes using this address even from different nodes. The sharing of a
given information item between processes can be simply obtained by providing each of them with a
pointer to this information item. Consequently, the movements of data between the nodes [20,21] are
facilitated, and interactions between remote applications are favoured.
Let us refer to the classical concept of a remote procedure call, for instance [22,23]. In a multiple
address space environment, if the arguments of a given remote procedure include a pointer, the entire
data structure referenced by this pointer must be transmitted by the client node to the procedure in the
server node as part of the remote call protocol. At the client side, a stub (piece of code) is responsible
for a marshalling activity converting the arguments into a linear form suitable for transmission across
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Figure 13. Actions involved in the execution of the ChangeFrameServer(P, N) operation.
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the network [24]. At the server side, an unmarshalling activity will convert the arguments back to
the original form before being processed by the called procedure. If an argument takes the form of
a complex data structure containing pointers, this data structure is flattened in the client as part of
the marshalling operations, and is reconstructed in the server as part of the unmarshalling operations.
High processing time costs are connected with these conversion activities. On the other hand, in a
single address space environment, an arbitrarily complex data structure can be transmitted to a remote
procedure by simply transmitting a pointer to this data structure. The called procedure will use this
pointer to gain access to those components of the data structure that are actually involved in the
procedure execution, by opening the page or pages storing these components.
As a further example, let us refer to migration of a process running in a given node to a different
node [21,25]. In a traditional memory environment, the separation of the address spaces of the two
nodes implies that, after migration, the memory area reserved for the process state in the first node
can no longer be accessed from the new node. If a portion of this area is needed after migration, its
contents must be tramsmitted to the new node as part of the process migration protocol. Conversely, in
a single address space environment, when a process migrates we need to move only those components
of the process state that are strictly necessary to resume execution of the process in the new node.
Actual movement of any other component will be delayed till the occurrence of the first access to this
component in the new node. The access will be preceded by the opening of the corresponding page in
the new node. Significant performance advantages may follow from this load-on-demand strategy with
respect to an overall copy of the process state [26]. A portion of the process state not needed in the new
node will never migrate. This will be especially the case if a new process migration takes place, back
to the original node, for instance.
Of course, if the memory requirements of all the processes must be satisfied within the framework
of a single address space, the underlying machine architecture must support a large address size, or
unacceptable memory limitations will follow for each process (indeed, the possibility to extend the
total space of all the existing processes far beyond the limit of the processor address size perhaps
was the main motivation for the introduction of private address spaces). The recent appearance
of 64-bit machines, e.g. Sun SPARC [27], MIPS R10000 [28] and Digital Equipment Corporation
Alpha [29], has provided an important opportunity for a re-examination of the single address space
paradigm [30,31].
5.2. Uniform, persistent storage
In a classical memory environment, programs reflect the physical separation between the primary
memory and the secondary memory. These two store forms correspond to different high level language
constructs, e.g. arrays and structures for the primary memory and files for the secondary memory. A
data item generated by a program in the primary memory must be converted to file form for permanent
storage in the secondary memory. Conversion is also required for a large data structure not suitable for
being stored in the primary memory, as its size exceeds the primary memory size. A new conversion
will be required to the original form when transferring data from the secondary memory back to the
primary memory. These conversion activities have a high cost; Atkinson et al. [32] report that they
typically account for 30% of the application program code, for instance.
In this storage model, a pointer takes the form of an address in the primary memory and, as such, it
loses its meaning if stored in the secondary memory [10]. Consequently, the pointers in a given data
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structure must be eliminated when this data structure is moved to the secondary memory. They will be
restored to the original form when that data structure is moved back to the primary memory. A process
is modelled as an independent activity that transforms an input stream into an output stream. In fact,
input and output operations give support to two otherwise unrelated concepts, the permanent storage
of data in the secondary memory and the exchange of information with the external environment.
Conversely, in a distributed single address space system incorporating the notion of a uniform,
persistent storage, pointers reference specific locations of the virtual space, and consequently, their
meaning is preserved even in the secondary memory. It follows that the movements of a given data item
between the primary memory and the secondary memory require no conversion of the representation of
this data item [33]. Arbitrarily complex data organizations retain their structure even in the secondary
memory. No translation to file form is required to move data structures incorporating pointers to the
secondary memory. A translation of this type is only required occasionally, to transmit data outside the
single address space, across the network boundaries, for instance. The traditional view of a file as a
stream of bytes to be read from and written to disk no longer holds [34]. Input/output now concerns
only source/sink devices such as keyboards, screens and printers.
A relationship exists between the single address space paradigm and the distributed shared memory
(DSM) paradigm [35–37]. In a DSM environment, application programs have a view of the primary
memory resources distributed among the network nodes that is the same as the normal local memory.
In fact, the DSM concept is the result of an effort to combine the two classical concepts, a tightly
coupled multiprocessor featuring a shared memory accessible to all processors and a distributed
system composed of nodes interconnected through a high-speed local network. With respect to a
message-passing environment relying on communication primitives for data transmission among the
nodes, an important motivation for a DSM environment is the ease of program writing. The simple
underlying abstraction model allows an easy transition from sequential to distributed programming
while preserving the scalability property typical of a network system. The single address space
paradigm can be conceived as a result of the addition of the properties of a uniform and persistent
storage to the DSM paradigm. In a single address space environment, the independence of the address
of a given information item from the present storage location of this information item is extended to
include not only the primary memory, but also the secondary memory.
5.3. Memory management controlled by applications
In the classical, automatic memory allocation paradigm, the running program has no direct control
over the management of the system storage. Instead, a memory management system, developed
independently, observes the program behaviour in memory and attempts to predict the future program
memory requirements from an analysis of its past requirements. In doing this, the memory management
system uses a model of memory usage that is part of the system itself, and is largely independent of
the application. If the memory behaviour of the running program does not match the system model,
we shall observe heavy degradations in the utilization of the system resources connected with storage
management.
Let us refer to the page replacement algorithm, used to select a page to be swapped out of the
primary memory when a new page must be loaded from the secondary memory and a free frame is
lacking. A well-known example is the least recently used (LRU) algorithm, selecting the page that has
been referenced least recently. With reference to a relational database system, consider a procedure that
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implements the natural join, for instance. It can be easily shown that in the execution of this procedure
we shall obtain fewer page faults by replacing the page that has been referenced most recently [38].
This means that we are likely to suffer for poor performance if we use the LRU algorithm for the
natural join. The most recently used (MRU) page replacement algorithm is a more appropriate choice.
As a second example, let us refer to a producer process using a buffer to send data elements to a
consumer process. The implementation of the buffer will reserve a primary memory area for storage
of the first few elements. Initially, the size of this area is kept to a minimum, e.g. a single frame.
More frames will be added later if the producer inserts new elements and free space is lacking in the
buffer. If space must be made free in the primary memory, a buffer portion is transferred back to the
secondary memory. In a situation of this type, the elements inserted into the buffer most recently are
good candidates for replacement. In fact, these elements will be referenced again only when they are
read by the consumer process, and this will happen after the reading of every other buffer element. In
this case, too, poor performance is likely to follow from usage of the LRU algorithm.
As a final example, let us refer to the code portion of the process address space. In a classical,
automatic memory management environment, a page containing a given program fragment is loaded
into the primary memory on demand, at the first reference to an instruction in this page. If primary
memory space is lacking and a page must be selected for replacement, we have to face contrasting
requirements. Most program components exhibit a high degree of locality of reference. For these
components, the LRU algorithm is the correct choice. However, this is not the case for a program
routine implementing a rarely used program feature, for instance. A long time interval is likely to
separate two consecutive calls of the routine, and this is contrary to the implications of LRU. Thus,
different page replacement algorithms should be used for different program portions. Behaviour of this
type can hardly be achieved in the framework of automatic memory management.
Our memory management system defines a small, powerful set of operations, the page operations,
that allow application programs to exert explicit control over memory management activities at three
different levels: (i) allocation and deallocation of the virtual pages in the physical storage, obtained by
using the Activate and Deactivate page operations; (ii) page movements between the secondary
memory and the primary memory, made possible by the OpenExternal, OpenInternal,
CloseExternal, CloseInternal and Save operations; and (iii) code and data migrations
across the network, controlled by the ChangeBlockServer and ChangeFrameServer
operations at the granularity level of a single page.
Application programs add appropriate calls to the page operations to exploit knowledge of their
own memory reference pattern and implement a form of manual memory management. For a given
program component, we take advantage of the page replacement algorithm that is more appropriate for
this component [34,39,40]. For instance, with reference to the data area, we select the page containing
the data items that are no longer in use. Then, we call Save and CloseExternal to save the page
contents to the secondary memory and close this page. A subsequent call to OpenExternal is used
to load the page containing the data items that will be referenced next. Similarly, for the code area,
we load a given program module into the primary memory just before execution of this module, by
using OpenInternal to open the page or pages storing the module. We unload the module when it
is no longer in use by using CloseInternal, thereby freeing primary memory space. In this way,
we keep the program working set to a minimum. The programmer (compiler) will insert the calls to
OpenInternal and CloseInternal by taking the relationships between the program modules
into account.
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Table II. Memory requirements for storage of the page tables.

Page size

Table

Entry
size, bits

Table
size, MB

Memory
overhead, %

4 KBytes

PT
APT
OPT

52
85
68

14
22
0.281

0.17
0.27
0.22

32 KBytes

PT
APT
OPT

49
79
62

1.75
2.5
0.031

0.02
0.03
0.02

5.4. Storage requirements
Let us consider a medium-scale local area network featuring up to 4096 nodes whose processors
generate 64-bit virtual addresses. In a system of this type, the virtual space is divided into 4096
partitions, node names and partition identifiers are codified in 12 bits, and each partition has a memory
capacity of 252 bytes. We shall refer to a node configuration representative of typical workstations, with
a primary memory size of 128 MBytes and a secondary memory size of 8 GBytes. We shall consider
two page sizes, 4 KBytes and 32 KBytes.
If the page size is 4 KBytes, the primary memory features 2 15 frames and the secondary memory,
21
2 blocks. Each virtual space partition is divided into 240 pages, the size of a full page identifier P is
52 bits (12 bits for the partition identifier P (partition) and 40 bits for the local page identifier P (local) ),
the size of a block name is 21 bits and that of a frame name, 15 bits. In a configuration of this type,
a partition table entry occupies 52 bits, an active page table entry occupies 85 bits and an open page
table entry, 68 bits (Table II). If the page table entries are byte-aligned, the total size of the memory
management information for an open page is 27 bytes. If we define the memory overhead for storage
of a given page table as the ratio between the size of an entry of this table and the page size, then we
have memory overheads of 0.17% for the partition table, 0.27% for the active page table, and 0.22%
for the open page table. Globally, the overhead for the three tables is 0.66%.
If the page size is 32 KBytes, the primary memory features 212 frames and the secondary memory,
18
2 blocks. Each virtual space partition is divided into 237 pages, the size of a full page identifier is
49 bits (12 bits for the partition identifier and 37 bits for the local page identifier), the size of a block
name is 18 bits and that of a page name, 12 bits. A partition table entry occupies 49 bits, an active page
table entry occupies 79 bits and an open page table entry, 62 bits. Thus, the total size of the memory
management information for a page is 25 bytes. The memory overhead is 0.02% for the partition tables,
0.03% for the active page tables, and 0.02% for the open page tables. Globally, the overhead for the
three tables is 0.07%.
The memory requirements for page table storage can be evaluated by hypothesizing that pages are
activated uniformly across the nodes. In this hypothesis, if the page size is 4 KBytes, a partition table
features up to 218 entries with a maximum size of 14 MBytes, an active page table features up to 218
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entries with a maximum size of 22 MBytes, and an open page table features up to 212 entries with a
maximum size of 288 KBytes. If the page size is 32 KBytes, then we have a partition table size of up
to 1.75 MBytes, an active page table size of up to 2.5 MBytes, and an open page table size of up to
32 KBytes. These figures indicate that the open page table of a given node can be entirely stored in the
primary memory of this node, whereas the partition table and the active page table will be stored in the
secondary memory.
We shall now compare these memory requirements with those that characterize two significant,
alternative system organizations, i.e. a distributed system concentrating all the information for memory
management in a single node that we shall call the master node, and a single processor machine. In
the first case, if pages are associated with nodes according to their identifiers in the same way as in our
system, then for each open page P the master node will maintain (i) the local identifier P (local) of this
page, (ii) the name BS(P ) of the node reserving a secondary memory block B for P , and (iii) the name
FS(P ) of the node reserving a primary memory frame F for P . Moreover, each node will maintain the
information for the management of the memory resources of this node, in the form of an active page
table and an open page table. For page P , the active page table of node BS(P ) will contain an entry
storing pair {P , B}, and the open page table of node FS(P ) will contain an entry storing pair {P , F }.
The resulting total size of this information is 27 bytes for 4-KByte pages and 25 bytes for 32-KByte
pages. These figures indicate that no memory overhead increase follows from our full distribution of
the memory management information across the nodes with respect to a configuration with a master
node.
In a single processor machine, for each open page the system will maintain the full identifier P
of this page together with the names B and F of the block and the frame reserved for page storage.
The total size of this information is 11 bytes for 4-KByte pages and 10 bytes for 32-KByte pages. In
comparison with our distributed system, the resulting increase of the global memory overhead for page
table storage is 0.39% for 4-KByte pages and 0.05% for 32-KByte pages.
We may conclude that the memory requirements for page table storage are only a negligible fraction
of the overall memory resources of the network nodes. The cost of distribution is low even if compared
with a single-processor machine featuring a small memory capacity, equal to that of a single node.
5.5. Messages
Table III summarizes the network costs connected with the execution of the page operations. The costs
are expressed in terms of the number of page messages and control messages transmitted between the
nodes in the case of successful operation termination (of course, the cost of a failing operation may
be significantly lower than indicated, and depends on the execution stage at which failure is detected).
A salient property is that the number of messages required to accomplish a given page operation is
independent of the number of nodes that form the network. This means that, for memory management,
the increase of the network size does not result in any performance degradation.
The figures of Table III apply if the given page operation is issued in a node M which is not a server
of the page P involved in that operation. This is a worst-case situation. For instance, most operations
use a request message and a reply message to obtain the name of the block server BS(P ) from the
partition server PS(P ). Of course, if M is the partition server of P , these two control messages will be
saved. An important point is that, if a page operation is issued in a node that is both the partition server,
the block server and the frame server of the page involved, execution of that page operation generates
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Table III. Messages exchanged in the execution of the page operations.
Messages
Operation
P = Activate(S)
OpenExternal(P, N)
OpenInternal(P, N)
Save(P)
CloseExternal(P)
CloseInternal(P, N)
Deactivate(P)
ChangeBlockServer(P, N)
ChangeFrameServer(P, N)

Page

Control

Control,
master node

Control, page
table caches

0
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1

2
6
6
8
8
2
5
6
9

2
6
6
6
5
2
5
6
6

2
3
3
3
5
2
5
6
6

no message exchange at all. Thus, as far as memory management is concerned, if a process activates
and opens pages in a given node, the execution of this process on that node produces no performance
loss in comparison with the execution of the same process on a single processor machine.
Once again, let us consider a distributed system concentrating the information for memory
management in a single master node S, and suppose that a page operation involving page P is issued
in a node M different from S. Table III gives the number of control messages exchanged in a situation
of this type (of course, the number of page messages is the same as in the fully distributed case). These
figures can be easily derived from the description of the actions caused by the execution of each page
operation, contained in Section 4. Of course, in the presence of a master node, no message will be
exchanged with the block server to access the active page table if this access is only aimed at retrieving
the name of the frame server, as this information is immediately available in S. In three operations,
namely Save, CloseExternal and ChangeFrameServer, this fact leads to a reduction of the
number of messages. In the other operations, the presence of a master node has no influence on the
network costs.
5.6. Page table caches
As seen in Section 4, the execution of a page operation in a given node uses information items
concerning page allocation in memory that may be stored in the page tables of the other nodes. In a
situation of this type, remote table accesses take place, and each of these accesses implies the exchange
of one request message and one reply message, with negative effects on the overall system performance.
This problem can be mitigated by caching the distributed page table information, as follows. In each
given node M, two page tables caches – the partition table cache PTCM and the active page table
cache APTCM – will be maintained at the software level. These caches contain portions of the partition
tables and of the active page tables of all the nodes which have been used recently in that node.
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In detail, each entry of PTC M can contain a full page identifier and a block server name. Whenever
the name BS(P ) of the block server of a given page P is determined in node M, for instance, in the
execution of a page operation, the pair {P , BS(P )} is written into a free entry of PTCM or, if no free
entry is available, into an entry selected for replacement [41]. If execution of a page operation requires
the name of the block server of a given page, a search is carried out in PTCM for an entry for this page.
If this search is successful, the block server name is extracted from the cache; otherwise an active page
table access will take place. Similarly, each entry of APTCM can contain a full page identifier and a
frame server name. Whenever the name FS(P ) of the block server of a given page P is determined in
node M, the pair {P , FS(P )} is written into APTCM . If the execution of a page operation requires the
name of the frame server of a given page, APTCM is accessed first, and, if a match is found, the frame
server name is extracted from the cache.
Consider, for instance, the execution in node M of the OpenExternal(P, N) operation (see
sub-Section 4.3). The first execution step is aimed at obtaining the name BS(P ) of the current block
server of the page P involved in the operation. This step requires a remote access to the partition table
PT PS(P ) stored in the partition server PS(P ). In the presence of the page table caches, this step is
preceded by a search in PTCM for an entry for page P , and, if a match is found, the block server name
is taken from the cache. Of course, if this cache access produces a miss, the remote access to PT PS(P )
becomes mandatory. In this case, the block server name resulting from this remote access will be
inserted into PTC M , making it immediately available for any subsequent page operation involving P .
In sub-Section 4.1, we took advantage of the order imposed by the logical chain on the accesses to
the page table entries relevant to the same given page to enforce sequentiality on these accesses, and
this result was obtained by associating a lock flag with each partition table entry. However, when a
search in a partition table cache produces a hit, the logical chain is accessed starting from the active
page table rather than from the partition table. It follows that, in the presence of the page table caches,
we must be able to lock the entries of the active page tables as well, and this requires a lock flag for
each of these entries (of course, no lock flag is required for the entries of the open page tables, as
these entries occupy the last position in the logical chain). The form of resource partitioning into three
ordered classes (the entries of the partition tables, of the active page tables and of the open page tables)
that is introduced by the logical chain prevents deadlock. Ordering follows from the fact that an access
to a partition table entry always precedes any access to the active page tables, and an access to an active
page table entry always precedes any access to the open page tables.
An important point is that, as a consequence of possible changes of the block server or of the frame
server, the information contained in the page table caches may no longer be valid. Thus, the page
operations must be able to comply with possible failures resulting from outdated cache read results.
Recovery from a failure of this type implies one or more steps back in the logical chain, to reach the
page server containing the correct value of the desired information item.
For instance, let us suppose that, while executing OpenExternal(P, N) in node M, the block
server name BS0 (P ) of page P contained in PTC M is no longer valid, as a consequence of a block server
change taking place after the writing of this information into the cache. In this hypothesis, the result
of the cache read performed at execution step 1 will be erroneous. This lack of coherency between the
cache contents and the real memory situation will be detected at step 2, when the active page table
APT BS0 (P ) of node BS0 (P ) is accessed to find the name of the block storing P . Of course, APT BS0 (P )
no longer reserves any entry for P , and the table access fails. Recovery from a situation of this type
implies the repetition of execution step 1. The correct name BS(P ) of the current block server of P
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will be now retrieved in the partition table PT PS(P ) of the partition server PS(P ). Quantity BS(P ) will
then be used to update PTCM .
Of course, a page table cache can be used to save an access to a page table entry only if this
access does not modify the contents of this entry. Let us consider the execution in node M of the
ChangeFrameServer(P, N) operation, for instance (see sub-Section 4.8). The first execution
step is aimed at finding the name BS(P ) of the current block server of page P . This step can be
accomplished in the partition table cache PTC M , thereby saving two control messages. However, the
subsequent access to the active page table APT BS(P ) at execution step 2 cannot be avoided by using
APTCM , as this access changes the contents of the active page table APT M to insert the name of the
new frame server of page P .
Table III gives the number of messages exchanged as a consequence of the execution of each page
operation in the presence of the page table caches (of course, the presence of the caches does not reduce
the number of page messages). These figures can easily be derived from the description of the actions
causes by the execution of each page operation, given in Section 4, in the best-case hypotheses that: (i)
every cache access produces a hit; and (ii) the cache contents always reflect the present situation of the
page allocation in memory. Four operations, namely Activate, CloseInternal, Deactivate
and ChangeBlockServer, take no advantage of the presence of the caches. This is a consequence
of the fact that these operations access the page tables for write. On the other hand, the caches reduce
the network cost of the Save operation from eight to three messages, for instance. It should be clear
that positive effects follow not only on the network traffic, but also on node throughput, owing to the
fewer context switches that are necessary to suspend execution of the page operation after sending a
request and to resume execution later, when the reply eventually becomes available.
A final observation concerns the fact, mentioned in sub-Section 5.1, that owing to their sizes, the
partition tables and the active page tables should be stored in the secondary memory. Of course, the
portions of these tables that are currently in use must be stored in the primary memory for fast processor
access. This result will be simply obtained by extending the functionality of the page table caches of a
given node to the storage of local information items, taken from the page tables of that node.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have approached the problem of giving physical support to a uniform storage model in a distributed
system context consisting of nodes connected through a local area network. We have presented the
organization of a distributed memory management system supporting data persistence according to the
single address space paradigm. In our system:
• The virtual space is partitioned into fixed-size pages that are the units of storage allocation.
• The physical memory resources of the network nodes support a two-layer storage hierarchy in
which the distributed secondary memory stores the contents of the pages that at present hold valid
information items, and the primary memory implements a form of caching of these information
items, aimed at fast processor access.
• The memory management functionality is fully distributed among the nodes. A logical chain,
linking the nodes that contain memory management information for the same given page, allows
efficient access to this information from every node.
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• A set of page operations makes it possible to control page allocation in the physical memory as
well as the page movements across the memory hierarchy.
We have obtained the following results:
• The memory overhead due to the persistent memory system is low. We have analysed this
overhead taking a node configuration into consideration, that is representative of a typical
workstation. No memory overhead increase follows from full distribution of the memory
management information among the nodes with respect to an organization concentrating this
information in a single master node. The cost of distribution is low even if compared with a
single-processor machine.
• The network traffic produced by the execution of the page operations is low. The absence of a
master node has little influence on the network costs. Significant reductions of the network traffic
can be obtained by introducing forms of caching of the memory management information. The
caching activities can be effectively implemented at the software level, leading to no increase in
hardware costs.
• The number of messages required to locate the physical memory areas reserved for a given
page is independent of the past movements of the page in the distributed storage. Locating a
page in memory never requires a message broadcast. Both these important benefits follow from
the logical chain organization. In a different approach, the action of locating a page causes the
sending of a number of messages that varies according to the past page ownership changes, and
possibly implies the broadcast of a request across the network [12].
• The system is highly scalable with respect to the network size, as far as network traffic is
concerned. The number of messages required to accomplish a given page operation does not
increase if the network size increases as a consequence of the addition of new nodes.
• The page operations make it possible to profit from knowledge of the storage reference pattern
of the application program in both the code and the data areas. The form of manual memory
management that can be carried out by using these operations is in contrast with the demandpaged memory management often adopted in single address space systems, implemented at
the level of the operating system kernel [11–13]. Forms of software control over the storage
hierarchy have been proposed in the past with reference to single-processor architectures [39,42–
44]. The system we have presented in this paper extends the application of this concept to a
distributed framework.
• The ChangeBlockServer and ChangeFrameServer page operations allow application
programs to control code and data distribution across the network. These operations can be
used to implement both process migration and object migration [45]. The network cost of a
page operation, expressed in terms of the number of messages exchanged, is independent of the
present network location of the page involved in this operation. It follows that, as far as page
management is concerned, redistribution of code and data among the network nodes leads to no
increase in the network traffic.
• Application programs have no explicit control of the physical addresses in the memory devices.
Let us refer to the secondary memory, for instance. In making a page active using the Activate
page operation, the program states the node that will reserve a secondary memory block for
this page; however, the program cannot assign a specific block to the new page. As seen in
sub-Section 4.2, this assignment is made by Activate autonomously, as part of the actions
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involved in the execution of this page operation. In a different approach, programs have the
ability to reserve specific portions of the physical storage [39]. In our opinion, the assignment of
real addresses is a low-level activity requiring a degree of knowledge of the overall system state
that is usually not available to the application program. We allow the program to take advantage
of local optimizations of storage utilization at the level of the management of its own memory
space. On the other hand, we consider global optimizations of memory usage to be a prerogative
of the memory management system, at the level of the internal algorithms of the page operations.
A fully operational prototype of our memory management system has been implemented and
tested [46,47]. Our distributed environment consists of a local area network that connects workstations
running the Unix operating system. The prototype is written in the C++ programming language [48],
and takes advantage of the Unix facilities for process management and network communication. The
prototype allowed us to assess the coding effort for system development. We found an average size
of the page operations of 133 lines of source code, the largest operation being Save (207 lines), and
the smallest, CloseInternal (45 lines). The average code size increase due to the addition of the
functionality of page table caching, as illustrated in sub-Section 5.6, is 4.2%. These figures show that
development costs are moderate.
The idea of data persistence in a single address space context is certainly not new. In our opinion, it
deserves careful consideration in distributed systems, where the advantages resulting from a uniform
storage model are even more evident. Our work demonstrates that these advantages can be gained in
a fully distributed environment with little performance penalty compared to alternative, centralized
system configurations. In this respect, we hope that our work will have a significant impact in this
direction.
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